
The Uniqueness of Jesus

Liar, Lunatic, or Lord?
A serious study of the Gospels leads a person to one of three
conclusions about Jesus: He was (1) an evil lying villain, (2)
a preposterously deluded madman, or (3) the Messiah, the Son
of God. It is ludicrous for anyone who has studied His life to
take the position that He was simply a good teacher. Only one
of the three conclusions is a logical possibility.

Jesus made some outrageous claims no ordinary person would
dare to make. First, He claimed to be God. His statements of
equality with God meant He believed that He possessed the
authority,  attributes,  and  adoration  belonging  to  God.  He
proclaimed authority over creation, forgiveness of sins, and
life and death. He declared to possess the attributes of God.
He emphatically stated that He was the source of truth and the
only way to eternal life. Only Jesus among the significant
leaders of history made such claims.

Here are a few of His outrageous claims. When “Philip said,
Lord, show us the Father.’ Jesus answered. . . .Anyone who has
seen me has seen the Father'” (John 14:8-9). Once, when the
Pharisees were disparaging Jesus and challenging Him, Jesus
responded, ” I and the Father are one.’ Again the Jews picked
up stones to stone Him, but Jesus said to them, I have shown
you many great miracles from the Father. For which of these do
you stone me?’ We are not stoning you for any of these,’
replied the Jews, but for blasphemy, because you, a mere man,
claim to be God'” (John 10:30-33). It is clear in these two
statements, Jesus claimed to be God. His opponents clearly
understood His declaration of equality with God.

When challenged by the scholars on His authority over Abraham,
the father of the Jews, Jesus replied, “Your father Abraham
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rejoiced at the thought of seeing my day; he saw it and was
glad.’ The Jews said to Him, You are not yet fifty years old,
and you have seen Abraham!’ I tell you the truth,’ Jesus
answered, before Abraham was born, I am!'” (John 8:56-58).
Jesus  clearly  believed  He  had  existed  two  thousand  years
earlier and knew Abraham.

On  the  issue  of  life  and  death  Jesus  stated,  “I  am  the
resurrection and the life. He who believes in me will live,
even though he dies” (John 11:25). Here He believed He had
authority over life and death.

Finally, Jesus accepted and encouraged others to worship Him.
Throughout the Gospels the disciples worshiped Jesus as seen
in Matthew 14:33 and John 9:38. Jesus states in John 5:22-23,
“Moreover, the Father judges no one but has entrusted all
judgment to the Son, that all may honor the Son just as they
honor the Father. He who does not honor the Son does not honor
the  Father,  who  sent  Him.”  Jesus  knew  the  Old  Testament
command “Worship the Lord your God, and serve Him only” (Matt.
4:10). Despite this, Jesus encouraged others to worship Him.
Either He was mad (insane), or He was who He claimed to be and
deserves our worship as God incarnate.

After reading such claims, it is impossible for anyone to say
He was merely a good teacher. A man making claims like these
must either be a diabolical liar, insane, or God incarnate.
For the remainder of this essay we will be discussing which of
these conclusions is most plausible.

A Villain, A Madman, or God Incarnate?
We  have  established  at  this  point  that  Jesus  made  some
astounding  claims  about  himself.  He  presumed  to  be  God,
claimed the authority and attributes of God, and encouraged
others to worship Him as God. If, however, Jesus was a liar,
then He knew His message was false but was willing to deceive
thousands with claims He knew were untrue. That is, Jesus knew



that He was not God, He did not know the way to eternal life,
and He died and sent thousands to their deaths for a message
He knew was a lie. This would make Jesus history’s greatest
villain (and perhaps, a demon) for teaching this wicked lie.
He would have also been history’s greatest fool for it was
these claims that lead Him to His death.

Few,  if  any,  seriously  hold  to  this  position.  Even  the
skeptics unanimously agree that He was at least a great moral
teacher.  William  Lecky,  one  of  Britain’s  most  respected
historians and an opponent of Christianity writes, “It was
reserved  for  Christianity  to  present  the  world  an  ideal
character which through all the changes of eighteen centuries
has inspired the hearts of men with an impassioned love.”{1}

However, it would be inconsistent and illogical to believe
that  Jesus  was  a  great  moral  teacher  if  some  of  those
teachings contained immoral lies about himself. He would have
to  be  a  stupendous  hypocrite  to  teach  others  honesty  and
virtue and all the while preach the lie that He was God. It is
inconceivable  to  think  that  such  deceitful,  selfish,  and
depraved acts could have issued forth from the same being who
otherwise maintained from the beginning to the end the purest
and noblest character known in history.

Since the liar conclusion is not logical, let us assume He
really believed He was God but was mistaken. If He truly
believed  He  had  created  the  world,  had  seen  Abraham  two
thousand years before, and had authority over death, and yet
none of this was true, we can only conclude that He was mad or
insane.

However, when you study the life of Jesus, He clearly does not
display the characteristics of insanity. The abnormality and
imbalance we find in a deranged person are not there. His
teachings, such as the Sermon on the Mount, remain one of the
greatest works ever recorded. Jesus was continually challenged
by the Pharisees and lawyers, highly educated men whose modern



day equivalent would be our university professors. They were
fluent  in  several  languages  and  were  known  for  their
scholarship  of  the  Old  Testament  and  Jewish  law.  They
challenged Jesus with some of the most profound questions of
their day and Jesus’ quick answers amazed and silenced them.
In the face of tremendous pressure, we find He exemplified the
greatest composure.

For these reasons, the lunatic argument is not consistent. If
both the liar and the lunatic options are not consistent with
the facts, we must take a serious look at the third option:
that Jesus was really God. The next question is, does He prove
to  have  the  credentials  of  God?  Let  us  investigate  this
possibility.

Messianic Prophecy
Thus far we have learned that Jesus is unique among all men
for the profound statements He made about His divinity. We
concluded that it is impossible to state He was simply a good
moral teacher. From His amazing statements, He must be a liar,
a lunatic, or God. Since the first two were not conceivable,
we will begin looking at the third alternative, that He really
is God. First, we must see if He had the credentials for these
claims.

One of the most incredible types of evidence is the testimony
of prophecy. The Old Testament contains a number of messianic
prophecies made centuries before Christ appeared on the earth.
The fact that He fulfilled each one is powerful testimony that
He was no ordinary man. Allow me to illustrate this point
using eight prophecies.

• Genesis 12:1-3 states the Messiah would come from the seed
of Abraham.

• Genesis 49:10 states that He would be of the tribe of
Judah.



• 2 Samuel 7:12 states that Messiah would be of the line of
King David.

• Micah 5:2 states that He would be born in the city of
Bethlehem.

• Daniel 9:24 states He would die or be “cut off” exactly 483
years after the declaration to reconstruct the temple in 444
B.C.

• Isaiah 53 states that the Messiah would die with thieves,
then be buried in a richman’s tomb.

• Psalm 22:16 states upon His death His hands and His feet
would  be  pierced.  This  is  quite  significant  since  Roman
crucifixion had not been invented at the time the Psalmist
was writing.

• Isaiah 49:7 states that Messiah would be known and hated by
the entire nation. Not many men become known by their entire
nation, and even less are despised by the entire nation.

Now calculate the possibility of someone fulfilling these by
coincidence. Let us suppose you estimate there is a one in a
hundred  chance  a  man  could  fulfill  just  one  of  these
prophecies by chance. That would mean when all eight are put
together there is a 1/10 to the 16th power probability that
they  were  fulfilled  by  chance.  Mathematician  Peter  Stoner
estimates  1/10  to  the  17th  power  possibility  that  these
prophecies were fulfilled by chance.{2} Mathematicians have
estimated that the possibility of sixteen of these prophecies
being fulfilled by chance are about 1/10 to the 45th power.{3}
That’s a decimal point followed by 44 zeroes and a 1! These
figures show it is extremely improbable that these prophecies
could  have  been  fulfilled  by  accident.  The  figures  for
fulfillment of the 109 major prophecies are staggering.{4}

Skeptics have objected to the testimony of prophecy, stating



they  were  written  after  the  times  of  Jesus  and  therefore
fulfill themselves. However, the evidence overwhelmingly shows
these prophecies were clearly written centuries before Christ.
It is an established fact even by liberal scholars that the
Old Testament canon was completed by 450 B.C. The Septuagint,
the Greek translation of the Old Testament, was completed in
the reign of Ptolemy Philadelphus in 250 B.C. The Dead Sea
Scrolls discovered in 1948 contained the books of the Old
Testament.  Prophetic  books  like  Isaiah  were  dated  by
paleographers to be written in 100 B.C.{5} Once again, these
prophecies  were  confirmed  to  have  been  written  centuries
before Christ, and no religious leader has fulfilled anything
close to the number of prophecies Jesus has fulfilled.

Confirmation of Miracles
Jesus made some profound statements about His divinity. We
concluded that it is impossible to state He was simply a good
moral teacher. From His amazing statements we must conclude
Him to be a liar, a lunatic, or God. Since the first two were
not conceivable, we began looking at the third alternative. If
this is true, we must see if He has the credentials for His
claims.

If a person claimed to be God, we would expect supernatural
confirmations. We’ve already discovered the phenomenal record
of prophecy. We would also expect Him to demonstrate authority
over  nature,  sickness,  truth,  sin,  and  death.  Jesus
demonstrated such authority. One line of evidence is seen in
His miraculous deeds.

Jesus’  miracles  demonstrated  His  power  over  creation,
sickness, and death. He demonstrated His authority over nature
in  such  miracles  as  walking  on  water  (Matt.  14:25),
multiplying  bread  (Matt.  14:15-21),  and  calming  the  storm
(Mark 4:35-41). He demonstrated authority over sickness with
His  instantaneous  healings  over  terminal  diseases.  His
healings did not take weeks or days but were instantaneous. He



healed blindness (John 9), paralysis (Mark 2), leprosy (Luke
17), and deafness (Mark 7). Such miracles cannot be attributed
to psychosomatic healing but to one who rules over creation.
Jesus displayed authority over death by raising the dead as
recorded in Luke 7 and Matthew 9.

Some doubt whether these miracles occurred. Several view the
miracle accounts as fictitious legends developed after the
death of Christ. Philosopher David Hume argued that human
nature tends to gossip and exaggerate the truth. Others argue
that the miracle accounts were propagated in distant lands by
the followers of Christ well after the events so that the
miracle accounts could not have been verified due to distance
and time.

There are several arguments against these attacks. First, the
Bible has proven to be a historically reliable document. For
more  information  on  this,  see  the  Authority  of  the  Bible
article.  Second,  legends  and  exaggerations  develop  when
followers travel to distant lands well after the time of the
events and tell of stories which cannot be confirmed. Legends
usually develop generations after the death of the figure at
which time it is impossible to verify any of the accounts
since all available witnesses are not available. However, the
miracle accounts of Jesus were being told in the very cities
in which they occurred during the lifetime of Jesus and to
those who witnessed the event(s). Those who witnessed the
miracles were followers of Christ and His enemies. These eye
witnesses were questioned carefully by those in authority. If
any claims were exaggerated or distorted, it could have easily
been refuted. The New Testament with its miracle accounts
could not have survived had not the accounts been true.

German scholar Dr. Carsten Theide and British scholar Dr.
Matthew D’Ancona in their book Eyewitness to Jesus state their
conclusion after a scientific investigation of a fragment from
the Gospel of Matthew. The scientific evidence revealed that
the book was written before A.D. 70, possibly as early as A.D.
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30.{6} This reveals the fact that the Gospels were written and
circulated during the lifetime of the eyewitnesses, who were
then able to judge the accuracy of such accounts, and they
were unable to refute Jesus’ miracles. None of the world’s
religious leaders performed the miracles Jesus did.

Authority Over Death
A study of the claims of Jesus make it clear that He was
professing to be God. It is then impossible to conclude that
He was merely a good teacher. In light of these claims, one
must conclude that He is a liar, a lunatic, or He is Lord. We
investigated to see if His claim to be God was substantiated.
Clearly the record of prophecy proved there was something
unique about Him. The miracles He performed remain unequaled
by anyone, but Jesus’ greatest demonstration of authority is
revealed in His power over sin and death.

There are many religions and religious leaders who claim to
know what lies beyond the grave. The problem is, no one has
demonstrated  authority  over  the  grave  or  confirmed  their
belief of what happens after death. Only Jesus demonstrated
authority over death. All men have died, but Jesus is alive.

During His three-year ministry, Jesus exercised His authority
over death by raising several people from the grave. Most
notable is the account of Lazarus found in John 11. Here even
in the face of His enemies, Jesus raised Lazarus from the
grave. If this were not a historical account, this story would
not have survived since it was recorded and propagated in the
very city where it occurred, in the lifetime of the witnesses,
both  followers  and  enemies  of  Christ.  The  enemies  of
Christianity could have easily refuted the account if it were
not true. The fact is they could not refute it.

In regard to His own death and resurrection, the Old Testament
predicted the death of the Messiah in Psalm 22 and Isaiah 53.
However, it also predicts the resurrection in Psalm 16:8 11



and refers to the eternal reign of the Messiah. The only way
to reconcile these verses is a resurrected Messiah.

Jesus  himself  made  these  predictions  in  regard  to  His
resurrection: “Destroy this temple and in three days, I will
raise it up” (John 2:19). In Mark 8:31 Jesus taught “that the
son of Man must suffer many things . . . and be killed, and
after three days rise again.” In John 10:18 Jesus states, “I
have authority to lay it (My life) down, and I have authority
to take it up again.” In these passages, Jesus predicts His
own death and resurrection. Either Jesus was mad, or He really
had the authority over death.

Jesus’ resurrection proved His authority over sin and death.
For  a  more  detailed  defense  of  the  historicity  of  the
Resurrection, check the Probe perspective on the Resurrection
titled, Resurrection: Fact or Fiction?

At the beginning of this study we examined the claims of
Christ.  We  realized  only  three  conclusions  were  possible:
liar,  lunatic,  or  Lord.  Since  the  first  two  were
inconceivable,  we  needed  to  see  if  Christ  could  further
confirm His credentials of being God. We discovered that His
claims were confirmed by the record of prophecy, His miracles,
and the Resurrection.

Jesus proves himself to be unique among all men.

Nineteen centuries have come and gone, and today He is the
central figure for much of the human race. All the armies
that ever marched, and all the navies that ever sailed, and
all the parliaments that ever sat, and all the kings that
ever reigned, put together have not affected the life of man
upon this earth as powerfully as this “One Solitary Life.”{7}

Notes
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God and the Future: Examining
The Open View of God

Introducing Open Theism
What does it mean to be free? It at least means that one is
able to make significant decisions. What if you discovered
that all the choices you thought you made freely were mapped
out in advance?

Here’s another question. Does God know everything that is
going to happen in the future? This has been the teaching of
orthodox Christianity from early on.

But let’s put these two together. If God knows everything that
is going to happen, is there real freedom? Or, if we are truly
free, can God really know the future entirely?
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In recent years some evangelical scholars have rejected the
view that God knows everything about the future. They say this
idea is based more on Greek philosophy than Scripture. What
they see in Scripture, especially in the Old Testament, is a
God who “flexes” with the actions and decisions of people, who
even expresses surprise at what people do.

 The  view  is  called  open  theism.  A  number  of
articles and a few books have been written on the subject. For
our discussion in this article I’ll focus on a book by Dr.
Greg Boyd, a pastor and professor of theology in the Baptist
General  Conference.  The  title  is  God  of  the  Possible:  A
Biblical Introduction to the Open View of God.{1}

Boyd asks the question: “Does God ever change His mind?” He
believes God does, not only because of a change of heart and
behavior on the part of people, but because God doesn’t know
everything that is going to happen in the future. As a result
He  modifies  His  plans  in  keeping  with  our  decisions  and
actions.  Open  theists  thus  go  further  than  Arminians  who
affirm that God didn’t foreordain everything; they say He
doesn’t even know everything that will happen in the future.
Boyd  has  two  basic  reasons  for  believing  this.  First,  he
believes this is the testimony of Scripture. Second, Boyd
believes that complete foreknowledge is incompatible with free
will. If the future is settled in God’s mind, then it is
fixed, and our freedom is only apparent.

But this doesn’t mean God doesn’t know anything about the
future. He knows for certain those things which He plans to
accomplish. “The future is settled to whatever extent the
sovereign Creator decides to settle it,” says Boyd.{2}
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What is at stake in this debate? For Boyd it fosters a renewed
understanding of the importance and significance of prayer, it
helps  resolve  the  problem  of  evil,  and  it  keeps  us  from
feeling  resigned  to  difficult  circumstances.  For
traditionalists, it means a diminished view of God, a loss of
confidence in the future, and a general loss of security.

In this article, then, we’ll consider Boyd’s ideas. In doing
so, even if we disagree with him in the end, at least we’ll
have had the opportunity to think once again about the nature
of our God.

The Classical View of God’s Foreknowledge
Christian doctrine was developed in a culture imbued with
Greek thought. It was thus a product of revealed truths shaped
by Greek forms of thought.

What did the Greeks believe about God? A fundamental belief
was that God was perfect and unchanging, that change of any
kind was a weakness. Proponents of open theism say that this
idea was taken into Christian theology, so that God came to be
seen as being distant from and unaffected by His creation. It
meant, for example, that He could not experience passions or
deep  emotional  desires  as  we  do,  for  that  indicates  a
deficiency and the possibility of being controlled by outside
forces. Likewise, God’s knowledge was fixed; any change such
as obtaining new knowledge or changing His mind would indicate
an imperfection. This, open theists say, is a quite different
picture than what we get of God in the Old Testament, a God
who was seen as closely involved with His people, who was
genuinely responsive to the circumstances of their lives.

The view of God as unchanging has remained the orthodox view
since the early church.{3} However, it is overstating the case
to  suggest  that  Christian  theology  has  been  simply
“Christianizing” Greek philosophy. There are numerous biblical
passages which lend support to this idea as well.



In Exodus we read that God presented Himself to Moses as “I am
who I am” (3:14). Although open theists say this refers to
God’s consistent faithfulness to His people, traditionally it
has been held to refer to God’s nature as well. He has His
being in Himself; He is independent of His creation (see also
John 5:26). Furthermore, there are verses which are understood
to refer to God’s unchangeableness. Malachi 3:6 says “For I,
the Lord, do not change; therefore you, O sons of Jacob, are
not consumed.” He is the one “with whom there is no variation
or shifting shadow” (Jas. 1:17). He is also said to know the
end from the beginning (Is. 46:10). 1 John 3:20 says God
“knows all things.” Psalm 139 has several verses referring to
God’s knowledge of the writer’s life from birth to death (vv.
2,4,16). Finally, Scripture presents a God who is sovereign
over the course of history. Isaiah 48 speaks of the things God
had “declared long ago,” and which He now was bringing about
(vv. 3-5).

These Scriptures and others have been held to support the
traditional view of God’s foreknowledge.

Open Theism’s Response to the Classical
View
How does Boyd interpret passages that are held to support the
traditional or classical view?

We should first note that Boyd believes God does know a lot
about the future, specifically what He has planned to happen.
What  God  does  not  know  is  the  future  free  decisions  of
individuals. “The future is partly open and partly settled,”
he says.{4}

Boyd says some passages which are taken to teach that God
knows everything about the future really only tell us God’s
intentions for the future. One passage is Isaiah 46:9-10 in
which God says “I am God, and there is no one like Me,
Declaring the end from the beginning, And from ancient times



things which have not been done, Saying, ‘My purpose will be
established, And I will accomplish all My good pleasure.'”
Classical theists say this passage not only declares God’s
knowledge of the future, but that He knows the future because
He  planned  it.{5}  Boyd  says,  however,  that  God  is  only
speaking of those things He intends to do. It doesn’t say God
knows everything about the future, but only those things which
He has ordained will take place.

Other prophecies can be explained by the fact that God can
perfectly predict our behavior in certain circumstances. God
knows us perfectly, and He knows all the possibilities which
lie ahead.{6} Boyd says God can predict a person’s behavior
because of His knowledge of the person’s character combined
with  all  future  possibilities.{7}  So  regarding  Jesus’
foreknowledge that Peter would deny him, Boyd says that God
“knew the effect Jesus’ arrest would have on him.” He used the
circumstances to let Peter see how weak he really was.{8}

The  interpretations  Boyd  gives  to  these  passages  raise
questions, however. While the Isaiah passage doesn’t say God
knows everything about everything, it’s hard to see how God
could know for certain that His plans would work out if free
individuals making free decisions along the way were involved,
which surely they would be. The prophecy about Peter’s denial
seems strained. Jesus could certainly make predictions based
upon Peter’s character. But how could He know there would be
three denials before the rooster crowed twice simply on the
basis of Peter’s character and the circumstances?

In his book Boyd gives an open interpretation of a number of
other  Scriptures  typically  taken  to  support  the  classical
view. I’d invite you to buy the book and read his arguments
first hand.

The Open View of God
It’s time now to take a brief look at Boyd’s defense for the



open view of God.

First, Boyd points to times that it appears that God regrets
something He has done. Could God really regret having made man
in the first place, as Gen. 6:6 says, if He knew all along
what  would  happen?  Similarly,  how  could  God  truly  regret
having made Saul king (1 Sam. 15:35) if He knew all along the
direction Saul’s life would take?

Second, we see God confronting the unexpected, Boyd says. In
Isaiah 5 we read where God expected Israel, His vineyard, “to
yield grapes, but it yielded wild grapes” (vv. 2,4). Boyd
wonders  how  God  could  “expect”  something  that  He  knew
eternally  wouldn’t  happen.

Similarly, in Jeremiah we read where God “thought” Israel
would return to Him, when in fact she didn’t (3:6-7, 19-20).
If He knew all along that Israel wouldn’t return, isn’t this a
lie?

Boyd gives several other examples from Scripture in his book.
He then concludes that the biblical witness is that God knows
all of reality, but doesn’t know the future free decisions of
individuals. This means that “Future free decisions do not
exist (except as possibilities) for God to know until free
agents make them.”{9} Thus, he says, “Scripture teaches us
that God literally finds out how people will choose when they
choose.”{10} If God did know everything in advance, then our
decisions  wouldn’t  truly  be  free.  “The  notion  of  a  ‘pre-
settled’ free action is . . . a logical contradiction,” Boyd
says.{11}

Does this mean God isn’t omniscient? No, says Boyd. We aren’t
limiting omniscience just because we differ on what can be
known. If something is unknowable in principle, God isn’t
limited if He doesn’t know it. “The issue is not about God’s
knowledge at all,” he says. “Everyone agrees he knows reality
perfectly.  The  issue  is  the  content  of  the  reality  God



perfectly knows.”{12}

Boyd explains further. A statement is true if it corresponds
with something real. “But unless you assume that the future
already exists, there is nothing for definitive statements
about future free acts to correspond to.”{13} Thus, there is
nothing for God to know. To say that this means God is limited
would be like saying God is limited because He can’t make a
square circle. It’s an impossibility.

One response to this is that God knows all the possibilities
available to us in any given situation, and He knows how
particular  individuals  will  respond  to  certain  influences.
Another is that the events of time exist in their totality in
the mind of God, who has foreordained everything.

A Brief Critique
A basic complaint open theists have against the classical view
of God is that it makes God very remote; He is the cold,
unfeeling God of the Greeks who is unaffected by our decisions
and actions. The open view sees God as truly interacting with
His  creation,  as  engaging  in  give-and-take  with  us.  This
closer, person-to-person relating is an important aspect of
God’s character, and we should take it seriously.

On the negative side, however, there are aspects of Boyd’s
open view which make it difficult to accept.

First, Boyd never explains how the future events which God has
foreordained  can  be  certain  since  the  free  decisions  of
individuals are always a factor (unless we’re talking about
events in nature or in the animal kingdom). He speaks of
“predestined events with non-predestined players.”{14} If God
doesn’t know the future free acts of individuals, how does He
know that what He has predicted will happen?

Second,  and  perhaps  most  importantly,  open  theism  has  a
serious problem with prophecy. Did Jesus really only make a



prediction  about  Peter  denying  him  based  upon  Peter’s
character? But the prophecy was so specific: three denials
before the rooster crowed twice (Mark 14:30-72). When Ezekiel
prophesied about the destruction of the city of Tyre, was that
just a really good guess? It was too accurate a prophecy for
that.{15}

Third, we need to question whether free will requires the open
view of God. Can God know in advance the free decisions of
individuals?

Open  theists  hold  to  what  is  called  an  incompatibilist
position. That is, truly free choice is incompatible with
God’s foreknowledge. Many classical theologians, however, have
held to a compatibilist position: free will and foreknowledge
can go together. Those of a Reformed persuasion believe that
“freedom”  doesn’t  mean  pure  arbitrariness  or  spontaneity.
There are a number of influences on our behavior about which
we  are  rarely  conscious,  and  God  can  use  such  influences
Himself.{16}  Others  might  hold  to  what’s  called  “middle
knowledge”: God knows all the possibilities the future holds
and  how  we’ll  freely  respond  in  each  possible
circumstance.{17}

While the open view of God is helpful in reminding us of God’s
nearness and responsiveness to us, the nature of prophecy, if
nothing  else,  seems  sufficient  to  render  open  theism
implausible.  While  there  clearly  is  interaction  between
persons when God meets man, this cannot take away from God’s
sure knowledge of future events. There must be some way that
we can be free in a real sense while God knows what we will
do.  And  because  He  does  know  the  future,  we  can  have
confidence  that  what  He  has  promised  will  come  about.
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“Are  the  Prophecies  in  the
Book  of  Daniel  a  Pack  of
Lies?”
In researching the book of Daniel on the internet, I found a
Web site written by a man named Bernard D. Muller in which he
mythologizes Daniel and Revelation. I was just flabbergasted
that he would pretty much say Daniel’s prophecies are a pack
of lies. He says the book was actually written after all those
things came to pass and that’s how it seems so accurate. He
completely discombobulated the 70 weeks’ prophecy. Take a look
at the web page and let me know what you think.

Thanks for the concern and the link to Muller’s page. His
criticisms of Daniel are not new. Porphyry had similar things
to say in the third century. It’s funny that the biggest
reason  for  such  criticism  is  that  Daniel  was  just  too
accurate. Muller is trying to be an “objective” historian.
Therefore,  the  presupposition  that  God  knows  the  past,
present, and future and is willing to reveal parts of it to
humanity is outlandish to him.

It ought to be noted that Muller’s criticisms of historic
Jewish and Christian views on Daniel are quite one-sided. This
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is based on his biases and presuppositions, not on common
sense and honest hermeneutics.

The authorship and time period of Daniel is clearly a subject
of debate for Muller. There really isn’t a problem with the
6th century dating of Daniel. Charles Ryrie has addressed some
of the same points Muller sees as problems. Daniel would have
known some of the Persian language, being from that period.
And some Greek would have been common since there were Greek
mercenaries employed in both Assyria and Babylonia. Daniel’s
Aramaic is consistent with what would have been common in the
6th century Near East. If the book had been written in the 2nd
century B.C. then there would have obviously been much more
Greek used than what is found. The Nabonidus Chronicle has
shed some light on the existence of both Belshazzar and Darius
the Mede. Daniel’s inclusion in the Dead Sea Scrolls dates it
at least before the Maccabees (seeing as how there were copies
found at Qumran). So again, the 6th century date is not as
problematic as Muller would have you believe.

I’m not sure how much of his treatise you want me to comment
on, but I’ll just go through a bit of it, to help you. To
address  each  point  he  makes  would  be  a  long  drawn-out
endeavor.  Early  on,  it  is  obvious  that  Muller  wants  to
deconstruct  Daniel,  making  himself  the  most  authoritative
reader of the text. That’s fine, but then he has no business
making statements about what the writer (or writers, in his
opinion) was aiming to do (such as “dropping the name Cyrus”).
It  is  presumptuous,  to  say  the  least,  that  whoever  is
responsible for the book of Daniel is out to pull the wool
over the reader’s eyes by pretending to be someone he isn’t.
Also, Muller points out over and over that something has no
validity if it is not backed up with secular sources. Has it
never occurred to him that something could still be truthful,
in spite of its exclusion from other sources? Besides, there
are  no  exterior  sources  that  contradict  the  traditional
reading of Daniel. The only true problems that arise are the



biases  of  the  respective  reader.  If  one  doesn’t  want  to
believe  something,  one  doesn’t  have  to  have  legitimate
criticisms. Muller’s painstaking analysis of Daniel can be
deceiving.  Lots  of  work  and  details  do  not  a  scholarly
treatise make! There is a vacancy of even the attempt to be
objective. There is also a biting sentiment of sarcasm and
bitterness prevalent.

The historical redaction found in Muller’s work is related to
the  same  type  of  criticisms  of  Mosaic  authorship  of  the
Pentateuch (Graf-Wellhausen theory). They are not attempts to
explain the origin of an ancient book. Yet they do overflow
with naturalistic presuppositions. Yes, even smart people can
have biases! I pray that God may keep us all humble enough to
be aware of our own biases and yet to find Truth where He
resides (at the right hand of the Father).

Forgive me for not being able to speak to all that Muller lays
out on his Web page. I hope that this will at least comfort
you and give you a groundwork to begin with. God rewards those
who seek Him.

Proverbs 2:3-5
Kris Samons
Probe Ministries

End Time Anxieties

End Time Concerns
This past January, the Wall Street Journal published a special
edition that at first glance anticipated the arrival of the
next  millennium.  However,  on  closer  inspection  it  quickly
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became apparent that this edition was a spoof– the year on the
masthead was the year 1000. Still, what was interesting was
how  similar  many  stories  were  to  their  modern
counterparts–there was even an account of a sex scandal in
high  political  circles.  The  underlying  message  from  the
Journal would appear to be that just as the transition to the
year 1000 went off without a hitch, so too life will go on as
we enter a new millennium.

However, it would be naïve to ignore the many threats that
currently exist to civilization. Recent news reports indicate
that North Korea has the capability to hit any part of the
United States with nuclear warheads. China too has become
increasingly aggressive militarily and has seriously eroded
American technical superiority through espionage. And Russia
appears  headed  to  a  return  to  totalitarian  government;
recently,  the  lower  house  of  the  Russian  Duma  voted  to
resurrect the forty-foot statue of the founder of the Soviet
Secret Police which had been toppled by pro-democracy marchers
in 1991. Two years ago, the same house of the Duma had voted
to resurrect the Soviet Union itself! On top of all this,
there is an increasing awareness that the Y2K computer crisis
may be much more problematic than anticipated; even the entire
National Guard was mobilized for exercises in May 1999 to
prepare for any disruptions the millennial bug may cause. Some
fear a declaration of martial law should the problem get out
of hand. Perhaps the advent of the 21st century will not be as
painless as that of the 11th century after all.

Questions concerning the future are of special relevance to
Christians. Contrary to other worldviews that see history as
cyclical, the Bible teaches that history as we know it will
come to an end with the dramatic return of the Lord Jesus
Christ. Since the Bible has much to say of the end times,
Christians  have  been  exposed  to  a  variety  of  end  time
scenarios which spell out in exacting detail the chronology of
the last days. In this respect, we share much in common with



those who faced the transition to the year 1000. The anxiety
that many westerners experienced as the year 1000 approached
was due in part to a theological concept popularized by the
great Christian thinker, Augustine. According to Augustine,
the millennial reign of Christ began at His first coming.
Since the book of Revelation teaches of a 1000 year period in
which Christ reigns over all the earth, Augustine allegorized
this concept by teaching that Christ had bound Satan through
His earthly ministry. This made complete sense to Augustine,
since it would account for the tremendous growth of the church
from a tiny band of first century Jews to the favored religion
of the empire in Augustine’s day. But when Christ did not
return anytime in the 11th century, this interpretation was
significantly altered.{1} History triumphed over exegesis.

As we approach the year 2000, some Christians are proclaiming
that Christ’s return is sure to occur within a few short
years. One well-known Christian leader recently suggested that
the Antichrist is probably living today and that the second
coming of Christ should occur in the next ten years.{2} In the
current climate, it is necessary that we examine the end time
anxieties that are prevalent today.

Adventism Old and New
With the approach of the third millennium, there has been a
noticeable increase of fervor among many sincere believers
that Christ’s return should be expected in the near future. As
an example of this expectation, consider the success of the
Left  Behind  book  series,  written  by  Tim  LaHaye  and  Jerry
Jenkins. This series, detailing the coming rapture of the
saints, the horrible tribulation period, and other aspects of
biblical eschatology, has sold over 3.5 million copies since
1995.{3} While it is possible that such a work would find a
ready  audience  at  any  other  time,  it  is  probably  not
coincidental that such success would be attained as the new
millennium approaches.



The increased emphasis by many Christians on the probability
that the return of Christ is imminent can be attributed to an
understanding of prophecy that has become especially popular
in the last 160 years. This form of interpretation, which had
been sporadically utilized throughout church history, is known
as Adventism, the belief that Christ’s second coming could
happen  at  any  moment  and  will  inaugurate  the  millennial
kingdom and the end of the age.{4} The early church lived in
high expectation of Christ’s imminent return, but by the third
century  that  view  became  a  minority.  Throughout  history,
Adventism  has  appealed  to  religious  bodies  with  highly
rigorous ethical codes, since an “any moment” return would
easily  distinguish  the  lukewarm  Christian  from  the  true
Christian. Adventists in history comprise a wide spectrum,
from the heretical Montanists of the second century, to those
groups associated with the Radical Reformation of the 16th
century.  And  although  Adventism  was  considered  a  minority
position throughout most of church history, today it is the
predominant position among evangelical Christians, especially
in the United States.

This change in interpretation came about though an innovative
understanding of Scripture developed by John Darby, a 19th
century  pastor  whose  disillusionment  with  the  spiritual
condition of most Christians led him to conclude that the
contemporary church was in apostasy. He therefore developed a
philosophy  of  history,  known  as  dispensationalism,  which
attempted to demonstrate how God’s plan of redemption has
unfolded under differing circumstances throughout time. It was
Darby’s interpretation that as the return of Christ draws
near,  the  corruption  and  apostasy  of  the  church  would  be
increasingly obvious. It is through dispensationalism that the
letters to the seven churches in Revelation chapters 2 and 3
have been seen as symbolic of different periods of church
history.{5}

Especially significant was Darby’s idea that Christ’s return



would occur in two stages. Initially, Christ would secretly
come for the saints just prior to the great Tribulation, to
separate  the  true  believers  from  the  apostates  and  the
unbelievers.  Then,  at  the  conclusion  of  the  Tribulation
period, Christ will come with the saints, in power and great
glory, to establish His millennial reign.{6} The concept of a
pretribulation rapture has become the dominant position among
conservative Christians in the U.S., and at one time was a
test of orthodoxy for many. However, this was primarily a
reaction  against  liberalism’s  denial  of  Christ’s  personal
return. Today, many Christians have agreed to disagree on this
issue, as conservative biblical scholars have shown that both
the midtribulation rapture and the posttribulation rapture are
viable interpretations. While all three positions agree that
Christ will personally return, the quandary is when. But as we
shall see, attempts to determine the timing of Christ’s return
have invariably ended in failure.

Words of Caution
In January 1999 a cult group from Denver was expelled from
Israel after Israeli authorities determined that they had gone
to Israel in the hope that their radical activities would
actually provoke the second coming of Christ. Their leader had
predicted that he was to die on the streets of Jerusalem, only
to be resurrected three days later.{7} Of course, Revelation
chapter 11 speaks of a similar occurrence when the Beast will
kill God’s two witnesses in Jerusalem. And although this cult
group was certainly not composed of orthodox Christians, it is
becoming increasingly evident that even many Christians are
attaching special significance to the third millennium for the
end times. Is there a biblical basis for doing so? Let’s
examine that question.

While the church has always looked for the second coming of
Christ,  it  was  the  dispensational  theology  of  the  modern
period that seemed to unlock many difficulties associated with



prophetic fulfillment. Dispensationalism makes a distinction
between Israel and the church, and anticipates the imminent
return  of  Christ  after  Isreal’s  restoration  as  a  nation.
Consequently with the re- establishment of the state of Israel
in 1948, many biblical interpreters became convinced that the
end was drawing near. Still, it was not until the 1970’s, with
the publication of Hal Lindsey’s Late Great Planet Earth, that
an easy to understand approach to biblical prophecy became
available. This book seemed to unlock the many mysteries of
the  book  of  Revelation,  and  went  on  to  sell  millions  of
copies. Lindsey’s work has remained popular, perhaps due to
his attempt to show how the events in the book of Revelation
are consistent with the contemporary world. For instance, the
Kings of the East with the army of 200 million is said to be
Communist China, while the King of the North is Soviet Russia.
Written like a Tom Clancy novel, it convinced many Christians
that we were truly living in the “last days.” This type of
interpretation led many to believe that the peace negotiations
which began in 1975 between Israel and Egypt was the very same
peace agreement that the Antichrist is said to break in Daniel
9:27. But once again, history has disproved that theory as
well.

Perhaps the most important lesson we can learn from this is
that  precise  interpretation  of  biblical  prophecy  is  risky
business. Just as those who advocate a hidden code in the
Bible only discover “predicted” events after the fact, so too
Christians need to demonstrate humility when attempting to
interpret apocalyptic images. A key to interpreting the book
of Revelation is understanding the purpose of the book. The
apostle John was writing to Christians who were suffering
persecution at the hands of the Roman Empire. Inspired by the
Holy Spirit, he wanted Christians to understand that severe
persecution  could  not  prevent  God’s  victory  over  satanic
forces.  The  Revelation  was  not  written  to  satisfy  our
curiosity about future events, but to assure believers that
God’s redemptive program will go forward.



Numerous times throughout church history, sincere people have
attempted to discern the details of prophetic Scripture only
to have their interpretation disproved by historical events.
This  often  brings  discredit  to  the  cause  of  Christ.  Even
Augustine, perhaps the greatest theologian in the history of
the church, misunderstood the details of biblical prophecy.
Like countless others, he failed to acknowledge the difference
between  the  clear  teaching  of  Scripture  and  end  time
speculations.  Consequently,  when  interpreting  prophetic
Scripture we should acknowledge the distinction between the
text and our own inferences, remembering to place primary
emphasis on the general aspects of the text.{8}

Signs of the Times?
As we are considering the possibility that the personal return
of Jesus Christ is somehow connected to the year 2000, it is
important to recognize that in fact many attempts have been
made to determine the approximate date of the Lord’s return
throughout  church  history.  Jonathan  Edwards,  considered  by
many to be the most eminent American theologian, believed the
1,260  days  of  Revelation  chapter  12  were  actually  years.
Assuming that the start of the 1,260 years began in 606 a.d.,
Edwards  concluded  that  Christ  would  return  in  1866.  John
Wesley, the founder of Methodism, believed that the Pope was
the Antichrist and would be overthrown in 1836.{9} This goes
to show once again that even the most brilliant minds have
been unable to correctly predict the chronology of the end
times.

One of the main problems when making predictions of Christ’s
return has been the emphasis placed on signs of the times.
Typically, predictions are based on signs that are assumed to
reflect events predicted in Scripture. But when the disciples
asked Jesus for the sign of His coming and of the end of the
age, Jesus replied in very general terms. He spoke of wars,
famines, earthquakes, persecution, apostasy, and the preaching



of the gospel in all the world. Scholars still debate whether
Jesus is speaking of the Tribulation period here, or of the
years leading up to the Tribulation. But it would appear that
these  signs  that  Jesus  gave  are  fairly  common  events
throughout church history. Only the proclamation of the gospel
in all the world remains to be fulfilled.

Another  aspect  of  interpreting  biblical  prophecy  is
maintaining the balance between the imminence and the delay of
Christ’s return. While many interpreters emphasize the “any
moment”  return  of  Christ,  especially  those  who  hold  to  a
pretribulation rapture, it is clear that Christ warned His
followers not to be disappointed if He failed to come when
they  expected  Him.  The  Parable  of  the  Ten  Maidens  (Matt.
25:1-13)  and  the  Parable  of  the  Faithful  and  Unfaithful
Servant  (Matt.  24:45-51)  both  emphasize  the  importance  of
remaining faithful, since the bridegroom and the master might
not come when expected. Along with Christ’s warning that only
His Heavenly Father knows the time of His return, it should be
obvious why it is impossible to come up with a date for
Christ’s return.

Also, when we consider the fulfillment of many Old Testament
prophecies, we see that their fulfillment is not what many of
us  would  call  literal  interpretation.  For  instance,  the
prophecy of Malachi 4:5 that Elijah would return was fulfilled
in  John  the  Baptist.  In  Acts  15:16-18,  James  quoted  Amos
9:11-12 to conclude that the Old Testament prophecy of David’s
restored tabernacle was fulfilled by the Gentiles’ acceptance
of the gospel. And who would have ever thought that Hosea
11:1, which refers in the original context to God bringing
Israel out of their Egyptian captivity, would by applied by
Matthew to refer to Jesus’ brief sojourn in Egypt to escape
the persecution of Herod (Matt. 2:14-15)?

While this is not to suggest that we shouldn’t diligently
search  the  Scriptures  for  understanding  God’s  plan  for
history, it is at the same time a reminder that the details of



biblical prophecy are often difficult to ascertain. Acts 1:11
is one of many verses that affirms that Jesus Christ will
personally return, but in Acts 1:7 Jesus Himself tells the
disciples that instead of focusing on times and dates, they
were to focus on the proclamation of the gospel. Those are
good words for us today as well.

Our Prophetic Ministry
As we conclude this discussion on the interpretation of the
prophetic Scriptures, perhaps it would be valuable to consider
the purpose of prophecy. We frequently assume that prophecy is
only concerned with the distant future when in fact many Old
Testament prophecies were warnings by the prophet to his own
contemporaries  about  the  consequences  of  disobedience.
Similarly, the prophet was often called upon to deliver words
of  comfort  from  the  Lord.  Ultimately,  it  was  the
responsibility of the prophet to proclaim the Word of the
Lord. Today, the primary responsibility of the church is to
proclaim God’s Word, the Scriptures. What we have attempted to
show in this discussion is that, when interpreting prophecy,
we must make a distinction between the explicit teaching of
Scripture and inferences based on signs or current events.

Some  teachers  today  seem  to  be  suggesting  that  the  Y2K
computer bug will act as a trigger for a worldwide catastrophe
that will signal the end times. While we do not want to
suggest that any difficulties predicted for the Y2K computer
bug should be easily dismissed, we would do well to place Y2K
in proper perspective. Due to the prosperity enjoyed in much
of  the  Western  world,  it  is  easy  to  forget  the  horrific
suffering that Christians in other countries have experienced
this century. It has been stated that more Christians have
been martyred for their faith in the twentieth century than in
all  previous  centuries  combined.  It  would  be  myopic  for
Western Christians to interpret a downturn in the economy as a
signal for the second coming when our brothers and sisters in



Christ in other countries have been experiencing the type of
oppression and suffering most of us cannot even imagine.

However, this is not to discount the possibility that the year
2000 may bring with it a period of relative discomfort. It is
becoming increasingly clear that the Y2K computer bug will
probably have a significant impact. Some news reports indicate
that many smaller nations have failed to even begin addressing
the problem. And the United States is certainly not immune
from  any  computer  failures  either.  When  we  consider  how
important international trade has become to our economy, there
is  probably  going  to  be  some  kind  of  disruption  in  our
lifestyles; many say we should prepare for the worst.

While this may sound frightening to some, it also points to a
tremendous opportunity for the Christian to demonstrate the
love of Christ to the world. There will be many people who
will be caught unprepared for any disruption in society. Even
now there are ministries like Joseph Project 2000 that are
gearing up to meet the needs of Christians and non-Christians
alike should the situation arise. It is unfortunately true
that personal prosperity can often lead to a rejection of
God’s provision. Christians need to be willing to share their
resources and God’s love with others if in fact there is a
breakdown  in  society.  It  would  appear  that  the  Christian
church has a golden opportunity right now to exercise its
prophetic  ministry  of  proclaiming  God’s  Word  for  this
generation. All too often we seem to be waiting for a future
cataclysm where God Himself will act in a most direct way,
rather than acknowledging our responsibility to act as His
ambassadors to our contemporaries. This is why we must keep in
perspective  both  the  imminence  and  the  delay  of  Christ’s
return. Any delay in the Lord’s return is a reminder of God’s
great mercy and patience, who desires that none should perish
(2 Pet. 3:9).
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Why Care About History?
Jerry  Solomon  discusses  the  importance  of  history  to  the
Christian  worldview,  encouraging  believers  to  enjoy  the
blessings of God’s work in space and time.
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Why Care About History? Because History
Defines Us
Let’s listen to a typical conversation between two people who
are meeting each other at a convention.

Carl: Hello! My name is Carl Simpson.

James: Hello! My name is James Cameron.

Carl: Where are you from, James?

James: Well, I grew up in the Miami area, but I’ve lived in
Dallas for the past twenty years.

Carl: Really? I grew up in the Miami area.

James: Oh yeah, where?

Carl: Near Little Havana.

James: That’s interesting. I grew up in Coral Gables.

Carl: Did you attend Coral Gables High School?

James: Yes, I did.

Carl: Did you play football?

James: As a matter of fact, yes. I was the starting fullback
in 1963, my senior year.

Carl: You’re kidding! I was the starting middle linebacker
that year and the next. We must have “butted heads” a few
times.

James: Actually, now that I think about it, I can remember
running over you a few times during the ’63 game. You do
recall that we won and went on to win the state championship,
don’t you?



Carl: Well, I certainly don’t remember you running over me.
But yes, I do remember your success that year. Of course you
remember you won our game because of that ridiculous pass
interference call on me in the end zone with 30 seconds left,
don’t you?

James: That was you, wasn’t it? Well, looking back I have to
admit it was a pretty lousy call.

Carl: I’m amazed that we’ve met like this after all these
years. What’s your occupation?

James: I work for a computer consulting firm in Dallas. That’s
why I’m at this convention.

Carl: That’s remarkable! I work for the same type of company
in Miami.

James: Well, it looks as if there is a lot we can talk about.
What are you doing for dinner tonight?

Carl: I don’t have any plans at the moment.

James: Great! Why don’t we meet in the lobby at 6:30 and go to
dinner?

Carl: Wonderful! I’ll see you then!

This fictional encounter is not so farfetched that we can’t
identify with it. Even though we may not have been football
players, all of us can share stories of how we have met
people.  Usually  we  enter  such  encounters  by  sharing  our
past–our history. And we listen as the person we are meeting
does the same. Our history defines us. Before we share who we
are in present time, we usually share our past. In this way,
and many other ways, we demonstrate the importance of history
in our personal lives.

In much the same way, we tend to think of historical markers
that provide us with a collective sense of cohesiveness. For



example, some vividly remember the day President Roosevelt
declared war on Japan. That day is indelibly written on their
minds. They probably have many stories to tell about where
they  were  and  who  was  with  them  when  they  heard  the
declaration. They can share their feelings about how that day
changed their lives. The same can be said of those who first
heard of the assassination of President Kennedy. Or many can
relate the experience of watching television as the first man
walked on the moon. Events such as these will be passed from
generation to generation as personal and collective markers.

What are the historical markers in your life and the lives of
those you love? Do such markers make a difference in your
lives? Surely the answer is a resounding “Yes”!

Why Care About History? Because the Bible
Contains History
In the beginning God created the heavens and the earth (Gen.
1:1). This most famous of biblical verses has been referenced
for a variety of reasons. Let’s give thought to it in light of
its historical implications.

Consider the opening phrase: In the beginning. The Hebrew word
for beginning means “the first–in place, time, order or rank.”
Thus the verse asserts that God was making history. He was
doing  something  for  the  first  time.  He  was  creating  the
universe. An event was taking place. The Bible is clear about
the  fact  that  this  was  the  first  historical  event.  The
universe was created, thus it is not eternal.

This amazing starting point provides a harbinger of what is to
come  in  the  biblical  record.  It  is  as  if  this  initial
declaration is intended to alert us to a critical element of
the Bible: it is a historical record. It contains a record of
God’s actions within His creation, especially His interaction
with man. “The Bible clearly delineates the decisive issues in
the human struggle as a course of events in which God is



everywhere active either in mercy or in judgment.”{1} Thus a
student  of  the  biblical  chronicle  is  challenged  to  take
history seriously. This has been true from the time of the
early Hebrews. “In a world where others interpreted all that
happens as cyclical process, the Hebrews with their awareness
of  God’s  active  revelation  in  external  human  affairs
instituted  the  very  idea  of  history.”{2}

In our time it is critical that Christians continue in the
line of the ancient Hebrews. History is under attack from many
quarters for many reasons. “Some . . . consider the past
without  value  because  they  assume  either  that  anything
historical  is  insignificant  or  that  anything  temporal  is
relative, or that the present has evolutionary superiority, or
that only the supertemporal and eternal has divine import or,
more radically, that no God whatever exists to reveal himself
in history.”{3} A Christian worldview, based on Scripture,
cannot subscribe to such perspectives. If such views were
given credence, Christianity would no longer depend on the
events on which it is based. Instead, it would be viewed as
the product of the mythology that some claim for it. The
record of God’s work among us would be reduced to nothing more
than the result of someone’s vivid imagination.

Of course a Christian who is mentally and spiritually vigorous
will  continue  to  affirm  the  authenticity  of  the  history
contained in the Bible. Consider the way in which the text
propels us forward toward a grand consummation. One is hard
pressed to mangle the Bible in order to assert anything other
than the hand of divine providence. To put it in contemporary
terms, biblical history is going somewhere. This perspective
is  in  contrast  to  those  who  see  all  history  as  chaotic,
circular,  or  meaningless.  The  linear  nature  of  the  Bible
teaches us that what has happened is important, because it
touches what is happening and what will happen. “From its
inception,  Christianity  has  been  a  religion  with  a  past.
Without that past, Christians could have no grounded hope for



the future.”{4} Genesis speaks of the beginning, Revelation
speaks of the end. In between, the Bible gives coherence to
the beginning and the end, because the God of both is Alpha
and Omega.

Why  Care  About  History?  Because  Jesus
Took History Seriously
In the beginning was the Word, and the Word was with God, and
the Word was God (John 1:1). This startling introduction to
John’s gospel gives us a wealth of insight about Jesus Christ,
the Word. Among those insights is that Jesus is introduced in
both  eternal  and  historic  terms.  As  the  first  chapter
continues, we note that the Word has entered time and space,
as Francis Schaeffer was fond of saying. Consider some of the
phrases:

There  was  the  true  light  which,  coming  into  the  world,
enlightens every man [v. 9].

He was in the world . . . [v. 10].

He came to His own . . . [v. 11].

And the Word became flesh, and dwelt among us, and we beheld
His glory . . . [v. 14].

. . . grace and truth were realized through Jesus Christ [v.
17].

Note  the  verb  forms  in  these  phrases:  coming,  was,  came,
became, were realized. All of them are indicators of the fact
that Jesus, the Word, entered history. The importance of such
observations cannot be exaggerated. Jesus entered history and
made  history.  In  fact,  He  is  the  Lord  of  history.  Let’s
consider  how  this  Lord  affirmed  history  after  such  an
auspicious  beginning.

Early  in  His  ministry  Jesus  returned  to  His  hometown  of



Nazareth, entered the synagogue on the Sabbath, and began to
read from the scroll of Isaiah. In particular, He read from
what  we  now  know  as  chapter  61,  which  contains  a  strong
prophecy concerning His ministry. After reading the text, He
sat down and boldly proclaimed, “Today this Scripture has been
fulfilled  in  your  hearing”  (Luke  4:21).  He  followed  this
amazing  statement  with  a  brief  exposition  of  events
surrounding  the  prophets  Elijah  and  Elisha.  His  audience
reacted by driving Him out of the city and trying to kill Him.

As always, much could be written about this incident, but
let’s simply reflect on what Jesus implied about history.
First, Jesus took Isaiah’s prophecy seriously as history. In
other words, what Isaiah wrote is to be seen as something
written in past time in reference to an actual future event.
Second,  Jesus  claimed  to  be  the  one  about  whom  Isaiah
prophesied, a claim guaranteed to get the attention of His
Jewish audience. Third, by referring to Elijah and Elisha,
Jesus proceeded to give assent to biblical history.

One of the most profound ways in which our Lord emphasized the
importance  of  history  is  found  in  the  event  of  the  Last
Supper. “And when He had taken some bread and given thanks, He
broke it, and gave it to them, saying, ‘This is My body which
is given for you; do this in remembrance of Me'” (Luke 22:19).
The last phrase, “do this in remembrance of Me,” indicates how
His disciples are to focus on this singular event. It is a
historical marker we are not to forget.

In  his  first  letter  to  the  Corinthians,  the  apostle  Paul
affirms the historicity of the Lord’s Supper by quoting Jesus’
statement. Paul then interprets the supper by teaching about
the result of our obedience. He writes, “For as often as you
eat this bread and drink the cup, you proclaim the Lord’s
death until He comes (1 Cor. 11:26). Thus, when we partake of
the Lord’s Supper we are proclaiming the awesome nature of
Christ’s crucifixion within the unfolding historical drama of
God’s work of redemption.



Why Care About History? Because Christian
Beliefs are Based on History
If you call yourself a Christian, how would you explain what
that means to others? Would you include historical emphases?
Would you base your statements on events that took place in
the past? Or would you only share what is happening in your
life now? What is happening now certainly is very important,
but present experiences are valid because of what happened in
the past. For example, to say something about “the Christ” in
your life can be meaningless historically. But the person who
turns to Scripture when referring to Christ must endorse a
real person acting in real history.

One of the most significant ways to establish the importance
of history for Christian beliefs is to focus on two biblical
turning points, the crucifixion and resurrection of Jesus.
“Christianity is . . . a historical religion in the sense that
the actual occurrence of certain events like the crucifixion
and  the  resurrection  is  a  necessary  condition  for  its
truth.”{5} This necessity distinguishes Christianity from the
world religions. In contrast to the Buddha, for example, the
weight of the claims of Christ rests on what He did in space
and time, not just what He taught.

In 1 Corinthians 15 Paul expounds on this.

[v. 3] For I delivered to you as of first importance what I
also received, that Christ died for our sins according to the
Scriptures,
[v. 4] and that He was buried, and that He was raised on the
third  day  according  to  the  Scriptures,  v.  5  and  that  He
appeared. . . .

Let’s note several things about these verses. First, Paul uses
the phrase of first importance to alert his readers; there is
nothing of greater importance than what he has to say to them.
Second, he writes that the death and resurrection of Jesus are



the events of first importance. Third, Paul not only stresses
the importance of the events, he interprets them theologically
and  historically.  Jesus  died  for  our  sins,  a  crucial
theological statement. He was buried, and He was raised on the
third day, which are historical statements. All of this was
the  historical  culmination  of  Scriptural  prophecy.  Fourth,
Paul  asserts  that  Jesus  physically  appeared  to  over  500
people, including Peter and the disciples, James, and Paul
himself.

After his stress on the historical death and resurrection,
Paul continues by reasoning with his readers concerning the
emptiness  of  Christianity  without  the  resurrection.  Ponder
these  familiar  verses  and  see  if  one  can  claim  to  be  a
Christian without affirming Paul’s reasoning.

[v. 12] Now if Christ is preached, that He has been raised
from the dead, how do some among you say that there is no
resurrection of the dead?
[v. 13] But if there is no resurrection of the dead, not even
Christ has been raised; v. 14 and if Christ has not been
raised, then our preaching is vain, your faith also is vain.

Please note the word vain and apply it to what it means to be
a Christian. The word also can be translated empty. If the
resurrection didn’t happen historically, Christianity has no
anchor; it is empty of ultimate meaning. Jesus is a dead
prophet, or He was just another in a long list of religious
teachers.

Thank God we can call ourselves Christians because Christ has
been raised. There is hope; there is meaning; the Christ of
the true Christian is alive.

Why Care About History? Because History
Touches Our Lives
Have  you  ever  had  amnesia?  Do  you  know  someone  who  has



suffered with it? Most of us can’t affirmatively answer either
of those questions. We can only imagine what it would be like
to forget the past. What if you couldn’t remember your name or
where  you  were  born?  What  if  you  couldn’t  remember  your
parents, or your spouse, or your children, or any of your
friends? These questions help us consider how history touches
our lives. In ways we seldom consider, history affects us,
both positively and negatively.

We are inseparably linked to people of the past. “Without
examples, without imitation, there can be no human life or
civilization, no art or culture, no virtue or holiness.”{6
}Think about ancient Greece, for example. It still lingers in
our midst. We have been touched in numerous ways by Greek
government,  art,  literature,  and  philosophy.  People  like
Socrates, Plato, and Aristotle affect contemporary American
life, even if we aren’t consciously aware of it.

Now think of Christian history. The Christian who chooses to
take history seriously will note that he has a significant
lineage. The New Testament book of Hebrews emphasizes this. In
chapter 11 the writer reminds us of the faith of biblical
characters such as Noah, Abraham, Sarah, Joseph, Moses, David,
Samuel, and many others. In chapter 12 such characters are
referred to as a “great cloud of witnesses” (Heb. 12:1) who
are to serve as examples to us. Their deeds within space and
time are important now. Then the writer focuses our attention
on Jesus by stating that Jesus is ” . . . the author and
perfecter  of  faith  .  .  .  who  .  .  .  endured  the  cross,
despising the shame, and has sat down at the right hand of the
throne of God” (Heb. 12: 2). Note that these statements are
centered  on  actions,  such  as  perfecting,  enduring,  and
despising.  Such  words  are  indicators  of  historical
events—events that are critical for those of us who apply the
word Christian to our lives.

Of course the Christian’s legacy continues beyond the biblical
record. Our forefathers’ lives still resonate in our lives. A



Roman  historian  wrote  this  about  the  early  church:  “The
contagion of this superstition [Christianity] has spread not
only in the cities, but in the villages and rural districts as
well.”{7} This remarkable analysis provides a stirring picture
of our inheritance. Wouldn’t it be marvelous if those who
follow us would read that we were equally contagious?

If we were to continue a retrospective of church history, we
could consider the lives of people such as Augustine, Aquinas,
Luther,  and  Calvin.  Then  we  could  enter  our  own  era  and
discuss who we think will leave the strongest legacy. Such
thoughts are worthy of contemplation, but there are dangers.
That is, we can lose sight of how we are touched by those
lives that may never enter a history book. In addition, we may
be in danger of belittling how God uses us to impact His
kingdom, His history. “One of the obvious features of the
experience that fills our lives every day is that we never can
know what will flow out of it.”{8} So we may not know the
result of our history, but we can know that our lives are
important. We are leaving a mark within God’s kingdom. He
honors us as His instruments within history.
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Millennial Cautions
Over twenty years ago, as a new Christian, I found myself
mesmerized  by  Christian  speakers  and  books  that  predicted
future  social  and  political  events  with  newspaper-like
details. I relished sharing those details with less biblically
informed friends. They were amazed and sometimes frightened by
what  I  thought  the  Bible  was  predicting  about  tomorrow’s
events. But as the years have progressed, I now wonder if that
was  an  appropriate  way  to  introduce  my  friends  to
Christianity. Many of the predictions that I shared have not
come true. Did I make the claims of Christ more believable by
focusing on prophecy or did I place roadblocks in the path of
some, actually making their understanding of the gospel more
difficult?

People seem to have an innate desire to know the future.
Perhaps it is part of our need to be in control, see what’s
coming, and have time to prepare for it. As Charles Kettering
once wrote, “My interest is in the future because I am going
to spend the rest of my life there.” Some people’s lives are
changed forever by those who claim to know the future. Hitler
claimed that he and his followers were establishing a reign
that would last a thousand years. A few short years after
first making those claims, his nation, and much of the world,
lay  in  ruins  as  a  result  of  his  violent  vision.  Recent
examples  of  the  dangers  of  unbalanced  fascination  with
prophecy  include  the  odd  Heaven’s  Gate  cult,  with  their
predictions of UFOs, death, and resurrection, and the Waco,
Texas, sect led by David Koresh. Both groups, led by self-
appointed  “visionaries,”  influenced  people  in  dramatically
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harmful ways.

On the other hand, a single person with vision can be a
powerful force for positive change. William Wilberforce, after
converting to evangelical Christianity in 1784, had a life-
long desire to see an end to the international slave trade and
of slavery itself in England and its colonies. His tenacity
and vision had the remarkable impact of rallying both the
British people and the powerful British navy toward achieving
his goals. Another example of the positive impact that one
person with vision can have is seen in the life of Dr. Martin
Luther King. His prophetic “I have a Dream” speech on the
steps to the Lincoln Memorial in 1963 has had, and continues
to have, a profound effect on many people in America and the
world  regarding  racial  prejudice.  It  seems  clear  that  an
individual with an exceptionally strong vision for the future
can have a great impact on it.

Sharing the truth of Christ’s return can no doubt have a
positive impact on people. Our Lord’s return is a reality that
all Christians claim as part of the hope mentioned in 1 Peter
3:15. Unfortunately, I have encountered Christians who spend
too much time trying to determine when Christ will return. In
fact, some prophecy experts have fallen into the trap of the
early  heretic  Montanus  who  claimed  prophetic  powers  and
claimed to know the time of our Lord’s return even though
Jesus himself said that no one knows when He will return but
the Father (Matt. 24:36).(1)

As we approach the year 2000, prophets and prophecies are
expected to multiply in both the secular world and the Church.
In  this  discussion,  I  will  look  at  examples  of  prophecy
experts who claimed to know more than they could deliver. My
purpose is not to endorse one end-times system over another.
However, my hope is that Christians will be discouraged from
claiming knowledge they do not possess and encouraged to keep
their  focus  on  the  gospel  message  rather  than  on  highly
questionable prophetic schemes.



Christ’s Return and the Church
A  quick  scan  of  the  Internet  reveals  the  popularity  of
prophetic claims. Along with sites on biblical prophecy, there
are pages detailing the predictions of Edgar Cayce, the famous
“sleeping prophet,” and the fairly well-known Nostradamus. But
there are many lesser-known prophetic sources as well, like
one  site  called  Millennium  Matters.  It  has  583  pages  of
information  on  something  called  the  “Deoxyribonucleic
Hyperdimension,” which predicts the awakening of a planetary
entity on the earth in the near future. We might make fun of
these prophecies, but imagine how Christians appear to others
when we make false predictions about the return of Christ.

Attempting to predict the future is condemned in both the Old
and New Testaments (Deut. 18; Acts 16) with warnings against
divination and interpreting omens. Yet history has recorded
the tendency of Christians to predict Christ’s coming in every
generation. Tertullian, a follower of Montanus in the second
century, supported the idea of a near return when he wrote,
“What  terrible  wars,  both  foreign  and  domestic!  What
pestilences, famines . . . and quakings of the earth has
history recorded!”(2) He felt that these evidences alone were
enough to indicate Christ’s return. Novation in the third
century  and  Donatus  in  the  fourth,  were  both  branded  as
heretics,  but  gathered  a  large  number  of  followers  by
proclaiming the immanent return of Christ. Later, in the sixth
century, Pope Gregory was sure that the end of the world was
near. He wrote,

Of all the signs described by our Lord as presaging the end
of the world, some we see already accomplished…. For we now
see that nation arises against nation and that they press and
weigh upon the land in our own times as never before in the
annals of the past. Earthquakes overwhelm countless cities,
as we often hear from other parts of the world. Pestilence we
endure without interruption. It is true that we do not behold



signs in the sun and moon and stars but that these are not
far off we may infer from the changes of the atmosphere.(4)

Pope Gregory’s words sound quite contemporary, and remarkably
similar to some current thinking on prophecy.

What I am warning against is not the preaching of Christ’s
return. Virtually all Christians believe that He will return
physically and that a final judgment will follow. How then, do
we respond to this truth? Christ uses the parables of the ten
virgins (Matt. 25:1-13) and the talents (Matt. 25:14-30) to
teach His followers to be constantly ready for His return. We
are to be ambassadors for Christ and the Kingdom of God,
sharing the message of reconciliation that is found only in
Him (2 Cor. 5:18-20).

One potentially damaging aspect of some prophecy teaching is
the tendency to look for and find conspiracies that foretell
Christ’s return. Whether it be a renewed Roman Empire or a
one-world government, Christians seem to relish a world of
secret connections and commitments. We already know that the
world system is hostile to the gospel, Jesus told us as much
and warned of persecution. When we tend to see people through
the lens of grand conspiracies, the natural response is to
fight the conspiracy rather that share the gospel with the
individual. The New Testament calls us to build God’s Kingdom
one heart at a time. We accomplish this not with legal or
political power, but by sharing the good news revealed by God
in a culturally relevant way.

The First Millennium
Predictions for the end of the world were prolific at the
close of the first millennium after Christ. Now we will look
at some of these predictions and consider their impact on the
Church.

In A.D. 950 Adso of Montier-en-Der wrote a “Treatise on the



Antichrist” which was a response to a number of mid-century
crises that had provoked widespread alarm and fear of an end-
time apocalypse.(5) Five years later, Abbo of Fleury heard a
preacher in Paris who announced that the Antichrist would be
unleashed in the year 1000 and that the Last Judgment would
soon follow.(6) At about the same time a panic occurred in the
German army of Emperor Otto I because of a solar eclipse that
the soldiers mistook as a sign of the end of the world.(7) And
when the last Carolingian dynasty fell with the death of King
Louis V in 987, many saw this event as a precursor to the
arrival  of  the  Antichrist.  King  Otto  II  of  Germany  had
Charlemagne’s  body  exhumed  on  Pentecost  in  the  year  1000
supposedly in order to forestall the apocalypse. Both Halley’s
comet  in  A.D.  989  and  a  super  nova  in  A.D.  1006  were
interpreted as signs of the end. About the same time, the
Moslem  caliph,  Al  Hakim,  destroyed  the  Holy  Sepulcher  in
Jerusalem prompting apocalyptic fear in the west as well as
violent anti-Jewish outbursts.(8)

The Calabrian monk, Joachim of Fiore (ca. A.D. 1135 1202)
stands out as a key figure in medieval apocalypticism. On
Easter Sunday in 1183 he was inspired to write his massive
Exposition on Revelation. Later near the end of his life, he
summarized his prophetic knowledge in the Book of Figures. His
writings  influenced  a  wide  range  of  medieval  events.  The
Franciscan order was founded on the basis that they would be
the  spiritual  elite  described  in  Joachim’s  “Age  of  the
Spirit,” a future time when God would send revelation directly
to believers. Using Joachim’s hints, writers concluded that
the “Age of Grace” would end and the “Age of the Spirit” would
begin in A.D. 1260. This prophecy, mixed with German social
unrest, created a myth surrounding Frederick II. Having ruled
from  1220  to  1250,  many  believed  that  Frederick  was  the
“Emperor  of  the  Last  Days”  who  would  usher  in  the  new
Millennium.(9) The myth gained force when Frederick seized
Jerusalem in 1229. When he died in 1250, a new myth started
that  Frederick  would  return  from  the  dead.  Two  pseudo-



Fredericks were burned at the stake by his successor to the
throne.  The  Book  of  a  Hundred  Chapters  stated  that  the
returned Frederick would lead a fight against corruption in
the  state  and  the  church,  and  that  he  will  instruct  his
followers to “Go on hitting them” (referring to the Pope and
his students) and to “Kill every one of them!”(10)

The  Taborites,  founded  in  A.D.  1415,  also  looked  back  to
Joachim for their prophetic beliefs. They believed that once
their persecutors were defeated, Christ would return and rule
the world from Mount Tabor, a mountain they had renamed south
of Prague. Their communal activities eventually turned bloody,
prompted by tracts with lines like, “Accursed be the man who
withholds his sword from shedding the blood of the enemies of
Christ.”(11)  After  a  crushing  defeat  at  the  hands  of  the
German army, the group quickly disbanded.

Although all of these prophecies were misguided, it would be a
mistake to doubt the sincerity of the individuals. However,
the events surrounding the end of the first millennium should
temper our desire to make predictions about the coming new
millennium. Next, we will look at more recent predictions that
have been just as wrong.

Recent Predictions
People want to know the future and are eager to follow those
who claim to predict it. When a Jehovah’s Witness knocks on
your door, prophecy is used as a hook to gain entrance. A
recent  best-selling  book  The  Bible  Code  claims  to  have
uncovered a hidden code in the Old Testament that predicts
many modern-day events as well as a nuclear holocaust in the
year 2000 or 2006. Many New Age books are sold on the claim
that channelers have access to future events when connected to
those on another spiritual plane. Because of the emotional
power  of  prophecy,  the  temptation  for  Christians  to  make
dramatic claims about future events is great. Discernment and
care must be used so that the integrity of the gospel message



is not compromised. There is no doubt that Scripture teaches a
Second Coming of Christ and that a final judgment will follow.
However,  there  is  considerable  disagreement  among  Bible-
believing Christians regarding the signs that foretell these
events and our ability to predict when Christ will return.

One of the favorite past-times of date setters is to attempt
to identify the Antichrist, a powerful figure who will appear
immediately prior to Christ’s return. This guessing game has a
long tradition, going back to the time right after Jesus’
death.  The  early  church  fathers  Justin  Martyr,  Irenaeus,
Cyprian, and Augustine all believed that this person would be
present  immediately  prior  to  Christ’s  return.  During  the
Middle Ages, some churchmen identified the Antichrist as a
Moslem, such as Saladin, but others pointed to a Jew, and some
even pointed to the Pope. During the American Revolution it
was popular to cast King George III in the role of Antichrist,
but the Earl of Bute and British general John Burgoyne also
got nominations.

Other familiar names to be included in this long list of
suspected Antichrists are Napoleon, the British Parliament,
Adolf Hitler, Benito Mussolini, and Joseph Stalin. Since World
War II, the Pope still makes the list as does Jewish leader
Moshe Dayan, the assassinated Egyptian leader Anwar el-Sadat,
Spain’s King Juan Carlos, and Korean cult leader Sun Myung
Moon.  For  some,  Mikhail  Gorbachev  and  Saddam  Hussein  are
naturals for the job.

The mark of the Beast, the number 666, has been used in very
creative ways to support many different Antichrist theories.
Although many conservative theologians have seen the number
666 from Revelation 13 as symbolic of all that is evil and a
blasphemous parody of the perfection that the Bible attributes
to the number 7, others attempt to use the number to identify
an individual.(12) The advent of the computer has caused some
to see it as the Beast. One writer noted that if the letter
“A”=6 and “B”=12 and “C”=18, and so on, the word computer adds



up to 666. The same writer also observed that the words “New
York”  added  up  to  666.(13)  Some  pointed  to  John  Kennedy
because he had received 666 votes for the vice-presidency in
1956.(14) Others pointed to Henry Kissinger because his name
in Hebrew added up to 111 or 666 divided by 6.(15) Even Ronald
Reagan was considered because his first, middle, and last
names all had six letters.(16)

The striking number of attempts to identify the Antichrist and
the significance of the number 666 should at least give us a
sense of humility before adding another name to the list.
Perhaps we should follow the example of Irenaus in the second
century. Seeing the many efforts to identify the Antichrist in
his day, he cautioned against the practice and believed that
the name was deliberately concealed until it would be obvious
in the day of the Antichrist’s arrival.

The U.S. in Prophecy
As the year 2000 gets closer, prophets and their prophecies
will explode in number. A popular topic for prophecy experts
is the future of the United States. Although prophecy expert
John Walvoord has written, “No specific mention of the United
States or any other country in North America or South America
can be found in the Bible,”(17) this has not, and probably
will not, stop others from seeing detailed references to the
U.S. and its future in Scripture.

The depiction of the United States in end-times scenarios has
varied over the years. There is a long tradition of seeing the
U.S. as the New Israel. Near the end of his life, Christopher
Columbus wrote, “God made me the messenger of the new heaven
and the new earth of which He spoke in the Apocalypse of St.
John . . . and he showed me the spot where to find it.”(18) In
1653 the New England historian Edward Johnson wrote that the
U.S. “is the place where the Lord will create a new heaven and
a new earth,” a theme that Jonathan Edwards picked up nearly a
hundred years later.(19)



This notion that the colonies held a special place in God’s
redemption plan continued to spread as the colonies grew. By
the time of the War for Independence, this conception changed
from a primarily religious or spiritual role to a civic one as
well. In 1808 Elias Smith, a New England evangelist, argued
that the Great Awakening in America, as well as the American
and French revolutions, had set the foundation for the end-
time age described in the Bible.(20) In his book White Jacket
in  1850,  Herman  Melville  writes,  “We  Americans  are  the
peculiar, chosen people–the Israel of our time; we bear the
ark of the liberties of the world. . . God has predestined,
mankind expects, great things from our race; and great things
we feel in our souls.”(20)

This ardent belief in America’s millennial role reached its
peak during the Civil War. Harriet Beecher Stowe’s Uncle Tom’s
Cabin, Julia Ward Howe’s “Battle Hymn of the Republic,” and
Lincoln’s “Second Inaugural Address” all contained allusions
to Scripture and apocalyptic themes. Although this trend did
not disappear, the twentieth century found Christian thinkers
beginning to see the U.S. in another light. In 1937 Arno
Gaebelein wrote that the U.S. had been overrun by the powers
of darkness(21) and in 1949 Wilbur Smith saw American society
described in the list of end time evils of 2 Timothy.(22) More
and more, America was being identified with Babylon rather
than with the New Israel.

Since the 1960s, prophecy writers have pointed out America’s
long list of moral failures as evidence that God will soon
focus His wrath on us. Many of them hold that the increase in
abortion,  homosexuality,  godless  education,  divorce,  crime,
and pornography in our nation will soon seal our fate and lead
to our downfall as a nation.

This may be the case, but the many different interpretations
of America’s future role in God’s end-times plan should cause
a  great  deal  of  humility  and  prudence  concerning  our  own
ability to know what God has in mind for this nation. Once one



goes beyond the general principal that God blesses those who
conform  to  His  moral  guidelines,  we  are  on  shaky  ground.
Perhaps we would be far better off seeking a pure heart rather
than trying to discern what role America will play in the
millennium or who the Antichrist might be. Jesus is coming
again. Worrying about the details or the exact time of His
return is pointless if it does not turn us toward a holy life.
As Jesus said, “Which of you by worrying can add a single hour
to his life?” (Matt. 6:27).
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Learning About God

The God Who Would Be Known
Recently my wife and I took a few hours off to visit a local
nature preserve. You know how quiet and peaceful that can be.
Imagine you’re out there in nature enjoying your walk, and
talking with . . . God. That’s what Adam and Eve did, wasn’t
it?

We don’t walk and talk with God the same way Adam and Eve did,
but the God of the universe Who holds our very existence in
His hand wants to show Himself to us as well; He wants us to
know Him. He not only wants us to know Him, though; He wants
us to know about Him.

Sometimes  Christians  will  say  they  don’t  need  a  lot  of
doctrine;  they  just  want  to  know  God  personally,  to  just
experience Him, without complicating things by adding all that
theological gobbledy-gook. With a little bit of reflection,
however, one can see how important knowing about God is to
knowing God.

If my wife were to try to talk to me about her interests or
desires or anything about herself, and I were to say, “You
know, dear, I hate to get confused with all that information.
I just want to experience your presence; I just want to relate
to you personally,” you might understand if she experienced
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some confusion! What does it mean to “know” someone in our
experience without knowing things about the person? The most
it could mean is that I just want the feelings that come with
being near someone I love.

My  own  joy  in  her  presence,  however,  rests  on  certain
knowledge about her. How much joy would any of us experience
in the presence of, say, a known axe-murderer?! It’s amazing
what a little knowledge can do for one’s “experience!”

Resisting any knowledge about my wife would also indicate that
I don’t really have much interest in her; I’m only concerned
with myself and my experience. What greater way is there to
let someone know you really care and are interested than to
want to learn about him or her?

Have I convinced you of the need to know about God in order to
truly know God? If so, I hope you’ll invest some time in
studying  theology.  You  needn’t  read  a  massive  work  on
systematic theology. A writer whose work I’m benefiting from
is Alister McGrath. He’s a well-respected theologian who makes
theology accessible for the layperson. R.C. Sproul and J. I.
Packer are two others from whose writings you would benefit.
In fact, Packer’s popular book, Knowing God, would be a great
place to start.

You  might  still  be  hesitant  because  you  know  that  it’s
possible to substitute the “knowing about” for the “knowing
personally.” How can we let what we know about God feed our
personal knowledge of Him? Listen to this suggestion from J.
I. Packer: “The rule for doing this is demanding but simple.
It is that we turn each truth that we learn about God into
matter for meditation before God, leading to prayer and praise
to God.”(1)

In this essay we’ll just touch on a few subjects of importance
in  knowing  about  God:  revelation;  the  Trinity;  God’s
sovereignty; and idolatry. I hope this will be helpful to you



as you continue the wonderful journey of knowing God.

The God Who Can Be Known
In  a  debate  on  the  existence  of  God  between  Christian
philosopher J.P. Moreland and atheist philosopher Kai Nielsen,
Nielsen  argued  that,  for  the  educated  person,  “it  is
irrational  to  believe  in  God.”(2)  Why?  Because  there  is
nothing in our experience to refer to when we say “God” that
gives meaning to the word. If we want to argue, for example,
that a certain table exists, we can point to the table or we
can describe it in terms we understand. Since we can’t point
to God and we can’t understand what God is in Himself, we
can’t talk about Him meaningfully, Nielsen says.

So, where does this leave Christians? Does it leave us with an
irrational faith? Can we know about God? If so, how so?

We are able to know God because of revelation. Revelation
means “disclosure.” As New Testament scholar Leon Morris says,
“Revelation is not concerned with knowledge we once had but
have forgotten for the time being. Nor does it refer to the
kind of knowledge that we might attain by diligent research.
It is knowledge that comes to us from outside ourselves and
beyond our own ability to discover.”(3) The last book of the
Bible is called Revelation because it reveals the plans of God
which were otherwise unknowable.

Revelation is necessary because of the nature of God. He can’t
be seen by us (Jn. 1:18; I Tim. 6:16; I Jn. 4:12); we can’t
know his depths or His limits, Zophar told Job (Job 11:7; cf.
Rom. 11:33); and no one knows His thoughts except the Spirit
(I Cor. 2:11). Jesus said, “No one knows the Father except the
Son and anyone to whom the Son wills to reveal Him” (Mt.
11:27). Thus, if God and His ways are to be known, they must
be revealed by Him to us. As Deut. 29:29 says, “The secret
things belong to the Lord our God, but the things revealed
belong to us and to our sons forever. . .”



How has God revealed Himself to us? Rom. 1:20 says that we
know God exists through what He has made (i.e., nature). We
see the hand of God in the historical events recorded in the
Old Testament, such as the Exodus and the establishment of
Israel and the regathering of God’s people under Ezra and
Nehemiah (cf. Ps. 9:16; 77:14; Eze. 20:9). Our own conscience
bears witness through a knowledge of moral law (Rom. 2:15).
God has made Himself known specially through Jesus and through
the written Word of God (Jn. 15:15; Mt. 11:27). Recall Heb.
1:1,2: “In the past God spoke to our forefathers through the
prophets at many times and in various ways, but in these last
days he has spoken to us by His Son.”

Through revelation we know of God’s glory (Is. 40:5), His
righteousness (Is. 56:1), and His righteous judgment (Rom.
2:5). We know his plans (cf. Dan. 2:28,29; Eph. 3:3-6) and
what He desires of us (cf. Micah 6:8). Even the message of the
Gospel is referred to as a mystery now made known (Mt. 13:35;
Rom. 16:25; I Cor. 2:7; Eph. 3:3-6).

If  atheists  like  Prof.  Nielsen  refuse  to  acknowledge  the
reality of God, that doesn’t negate what we know to be true.
Our belief in God doesn’t depend upon the confirmation of
others. Besides, God has made Himself known in a tangible way
in  Jesus  as  well  as  in  nature,  history,  conscience  and
Scripture. At the day of judgment, those who rely upon the
excuse  “Not  enough  evidence!”  will  be  in  for  an  awful
surprise. God has revealed Himself, and we can know Him.

The Trinity
There’s probably no more baffling doctrine taught in Scripture
than that of the Trinity. Christians say that God is three in
one. How can that be? How can there be one God, and yet we
name three persons– Father, Son, and Spirit–as God?

Attempts have been made to find some comparison in our own
experience that can make this truth understandable, but they



all fail at some point. Some say the Trinity might be like
steam, water and ice–three forms which H2O takes. But this
analogy fails because the same quantity of H2O doesn’t assume
all three forms at one time. The analogy of an egg also fails
because  the  three  components–yolk,  white  and  shell–are
completely different. God isn’t three separate parts in one
unit. The Bible teaches that there is only one God, and that
He is unified in His being. It also teaches that there is God
the Father, God the Son, and God the Spirit, distinct from one
another,  all  existing  at  the  same  time.  One  being,  three
persons. A mystery, for sure, but not a contradiction.

Theologian Alister McGrath offers a helpful illustration. If a
scientist takes a sample of air for some kind of testing, he
has real air in his sample but not all of the air. He just has
a sample, but he expects that what can be found in the rest of
the air can be found in the sample; they are identical in
nature. As McGrath says, “Jesus allows us to sample God.”(4)
When  people  saw  Jesus,  they  saw  God.  This  is  a  better
illustration,  but  it  still  isn’t  perfect.

Is  this  doctrine  important?  As  McGrath  notes,  it  is  the
foundational reality underlying our belief that “God was in
Christ reconciling the world to Himself” (II Cor. 5:19). God
could  reach  out  to  us  effectively  because  He  reached  out
Himself. It was God in Christ who acted on our behalf; it
wasn’t some mere human emissary who brought us a good word
from God. And it is the Holy Spirit–God again–who continues to
minister in us while we wait for the glory which is to come.

The  doctrine  of  the  Trinity  isn’t  only  a  difficulty  for
Christians: it’s also a favorite target of critics who seek to
undermine our faith by finding flaws in it. Apart from the
logical question of how one God can be three persons, critics
also point to the fact that it was centuries after Christ that
the doctrine was formulated. They say it was an invention of
the church.



It shouldn’t seem surprising that there was a delay in the
development of the doctrine of the Trinity. As noted earlier,
it’s the theological explanation of the teaching that was
present  from  the  beginning,  that  “God  was  in  Christ
reconciling the world to Himself.” As the church came under
attack and as Christians thought through scriptural teaching,
they  gradually  developed  fuller  and  more  sophisticated
doctrines. They weren’t making up new beliefs; they were more
fully explaining what they already believed.

The  doctrine  of  the  Trinity  is  a  necessary  component  of
Christian belief. Any description of God which doesn’t include
all that this doctrine includes is inadequate. Far from being
theologically burdensome, the doctrine of the Trinity is an
essential part of Christianity.

The Sovereignty of God
Along with the doctrine of the Trinity, an issue that is
equally baffling is that of God’s sovereignty and man’s free
will. The Bible indicates that God is fully in control of this
universe, yet it also makes clear that we have real freedom.
Our decisions are significant. Our prayers, for example, do
make a difference. How can we be free and our actions be
meaningful while God determines the course of history?

In recent years a view of God called the “open view” has
gained a hearing among evangelicals. According to this view,
“God does not control everything that happens.”(5) God often
changes His plans to meet the changing situation brought about
by our decisions and actions. As one writer says, “God’s will
is not the ultimate explanation for everything that happens; .
.  .  history  is  the  combined  result  of  what  God  and  his
creatures decide to do.”(6) Among other things, this means
that God doesn’t know everything that is going to happen in
the future; He is learning as we are.(7)

What do we learn from Scripture about this subject? First, we



learn that God is unchanging in His being and perfections or
attributes. In Malachi 3:6 God says “For I, the Lord, do not
change; therefore you, O sons of Jacob, are not consumed.”
James tells us that in God “there is no variation or shifting
shadow.” (Jam. 1:17)

Second, we learn that God is unchanging in His purposes. “The
counsel of the Lord stands forever, the plans of His heart
from generation to generation,” says Ps. 33:11. In Is. 46:9-11
God says clearly that what He has planned from long ago He
will bring about.

Third, we learn that God knows the future already. Is. 46:10
says He “[declares] the end from the beginning.”

While acknowledging God’s control of history leading to His
own ends, we must also acknowledge that He does respond to our
actions and petitions. In Gen. 6 we read that God was “grieved
in His heart” that He had made man, so He acted to wipe out
everyone except Noah and his family. In Numbers 14 we read of
a time when God said He would wipe out the Israelites, but He
relented after Moses interceded for the people.

What are we to make of this? As writer Mark Hanna has noted,
we tend to make adjustments in our theology to compensate for
this tension between God’s sovereignty and our free will. To
do  this,  however,  only  creates  problems  elsewhere  in  our
theology. What we must do is leave the tension where the Bible
does.(8)

Why is the reality of God’s sovereign control important? It’s
because God is unchanging in His being that we can trust Him
to be “the same yesterday, today, and forever” (Heb. 13:8).
It’s because God has knowledge of the future which is settled
that predictive prophecy is possible. It’s because God knows
in advance what people will do that he isn’t blind-sided by
evil. Thus we can trust Him to know what is ahead of us; our
future is ultimately in His hands, not the hands of people.



Although some people have theological problems with this, for
others the problem might be personal. In other words, maybe we
just  don’t  like  the  idea  that  anyone  else–even  God–has
ultimate control over us. For those who are truly and joyfully
submitted to God, however, the doctrine of God’s sovereignty
and complete foreknowledge is a source of comfort, not of
annoyance.

A Jealous God
In Isaiah 44 we read about a man who makes an idol from a
tree. Part of the tree he worships; he calls on it to deliver
him. The other part he burns for cooking and for warming
himself. Isaiah 44:19 shows the ridiculousness of what he is
doing with these words:

No one recalls, nor is there knowledge or understanding to
say, “I have burned half of it in the fire and also have
baked bread over its coals. I roast meat and eat it. Then I
make the rest of it into an abomination, I fall down before a
block of wood!”

Idolatry is setting something up in place of God. Paul sums it
up in one simple phrase: “For they exchanged the truth of God
for a lie, and worshiped and served the creature rather than
the Creator, who is blessed forever” (Rom. 1:25). Those things
to which we devote ourselves and which end up ruling our
lives, thus taking precedence over God, become our idols.

Writer Richard Keyes speaks of nearby idols which give us a
sense of control over our lives, things as ordinary as a clean
house or even a stamp collection. Keyes also speaks about
faraway idols, those things that give a sense of meaning to
our lives such as financial security or progress in science.
Nearby idols give us an immediate sense of security; they’re
substitutes for the immanent activity of God in our lives.
Faraway idols give us a sense of purpose and meaning; in them



we put our hope. They are substitutes for the transcendent
rule of God over our world.(9)

In response to the unfaithfulness of the Israelites, God often
revealed Himself to be a jealous God. “They have made Me
jealous with what is not God,” He said. “They have provoked Me
to  anger  with  their  idols”  (Deut.  32:21).  Why  would  God
respond this way? Because first, God deserves all glory, for
all good things come from Him (Jam. 1:17). And second, because
created things can’t do what God can and wants to do for us.
In Is. 42 we read: “Thus says God the Lord, Who created the
heavens and stretched them out, Who spread out the earth and
its offspring, Who gives breath to the people on it and spirit
to those who walk in it. . . . ‘I am the Lord, that is My
name; I will not give My glory to another, nor My praise to
graven images.'” (42:5-8). He is the creator and life- giver.
There is no one and nothing like Him.

In contrast to this, idols are created, they aren’t eternal,
and  they  are  incapable  of  providing  what  we  really  need.
Theologian Carl Henry brings to mind Elijah and the prophets
of Ba’al when he refers to idols as “the false gods who never
show.”(10) Ba’al couldn’t respond to his prophets no matter
how much they shouted and danced and prayed (I Ki. 18:17-40).
As the psalm writer said, “They have mouths, but they cannot
speak;  They  have  eyes,  but  they  cannot  see”  (115:5).  The
problem is that idols by nature are not gods at all (Jer.
2:11; 5:7; Acts 19:26; Gal. 4:8). Thus it is that when such
things as money or power or athletic prowess become our idols,
we find that they cannot deliver us from everything that would
destroy us.

We began this essay talking about the God Who would be known.
To set up an idol in His place is to reject what He has told
us about Himself and His desires. Today there are many other
gods  which  call  for  our  allegiance.  We  must  continually
recommit ourselves to the One Who won’t share His glory with
others.
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Israel’s  History  Written  in
Advance
According  to  an  old  story,  the  powerful  Prussian  King
Frederick the Great had a chaplain who was a Bible-believer,
though Frederick himself was a rationalist. One day, Frederick
challenged his chaplain, “In a word, give me a good argument
for the God of the Bible.” His chaplain, a knowledgeable man,
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responded, “The Jew, your majesty!” To unpack the chaplain’s
concise remark is the purpose of this essay.

Neglected  Evidence  for  the  God  of  the
Bible
The history of the Jews is a demonstration of God at work,
sometimes  miraculously,  sometimes  providentially,  in  the
affairs of men and nations. The particular significance of the
Jews–in contrast to other nations–is that God called Israel
His  special  people  and  made  covenants  with  them  through
Abraham, Moses, and David. In addition, the Old Testament
predicts what God planned to do with His people. We’ll look at
three rather wide-ranging prophecies about the nation Israel
and see how they have come to pass. These involve first, the
covenant  curses;  second,  an  acted  parable  of  the  marital
relations between God and Israel; and finally, a prediction of
Israel’s return to her own land.

The first area of prophecy involves what God promised to do to
the nation of Israel if they did not keep the laws Moses had
given them from Mt. Sinai.

When the Israelites were rescued from slavery in Egypt about
1,400 B.C., God made a contract or covenant with Moses to
define Israel’s relationship to Him as His own special people.
This covenant reminded them of what God had already done for
them and what He promised to do in the future. God had saved
them from slavery, brought them safely through the desert, was
about to bring them into possession of the land of Canaan, and
would  protect  them  from  all  disasters  if  they  would  be
faithful to Him. To test their faithfulness, God gave them an
elaborate  set  of  laws–some  moral,  some  civil,  some
ceremonial–which also set them apart from the nations around
them. God showed His reality through the lifestyle that He had
designed for Israel. In Deuteronomy 4:5-8 Moses explained it:

See, I have taught you decrees and laws as the LORD my God



commanded me, so that you may follow them in the land you are
entering to take possession of it. Observe them carefully,
for this will show your wisdom and understanding to the
nations, who will hear about these decrees and say, `Surely
this great nation is a wise and understanding people.’

Moses goes on to say only Israel has a God who is near when
they pray, and only His people have such righteous laws to
guide them.

In the 28th chapter of Deuteronomy and the 26th chapter of
Leviticus, the provisions of the covenant are set out in the
form of blessings and curses–blessings if Israel would obey
God’s commands and curses if they disobeyed. Through these
sanctions, Israel would be reminded of how they were doing in
obeying  God,  and  their  neighbors  would  see  an  objective
demonstration of God’s judgment in history.

Israel as a History Lesson
Israel’s history demonstrates that when they broke the laws
God  gave  them,  they  experienced  exactly  the  results  God
predicted  would  happen  if  they  were  unfaithful.  No  other
nation has prophesied its own downfall with such accuracy.
Thus history demonstrates how accurately God predicted what
would happen to Israel if they disobeyed His laws. And what
did  God  predict?  To  summarize  nearly  a  hundred  verses,
Israel’s disobedience brought wasted effort in labors; natural
disasters such as drought, blight, and locusts to their crops;
and disease and death to their animals and themselves.

Their enemies would defeat them in battle and besiege their
cities,  resulting  in  plague,  famine,  cannibalism,  and
starvation.  They  would  be  scattered  to  foreign  countries.
There some would die; others would live in constant fear of
both real and imagined disasters, or turn to other gods. They
would be sold as slaves. Their numbers would decline greatly,



as they suffered from fearful plagues, prolonged disasters,
and lingering illnesses. What an amazing list of disasters!

Not only are these curses severe, but the Bible predicts them
in some detail. In Deuteronomy, fourteen verses describe the
blessings  and  fifty-four  the  curses.  In  Leviticus,  eleven
verses are blessings and thirty-two are curses. Altogether,
over 75 percent of the verses concern curses for disobedience.
God- predicted disasters will be a major part of Israel’s
future.

This proportion is very unusual. Other religious people might
concede  that  their  own  history  had  been  three-fourths
disaster,  but  who  would  admit  it  had  been  three-fourths
disobedient? And this proportion is borne out not only by the
history of Israel recorded in the Bible, where one might claim
the biblical history writers either molded the narrative to
match  the  prophecy  or  adjusted  the  prophecy  to  match  the
history.  It  is  also  demonstrated  in  the  long  history  of
disaster experienced by the Jews after the Bible was written.

No other national group has experienced such disaster as the
Jews. Most nations have not survived long enough to experience
so much disaster! Yet Israel has experienced disaster at every
point sketched in the long lists of Leviticus and Deuteronomy.
They have, unfortunately, been persecuted again and again for
over two thousand years. For most of that time they were
without  a  national  homeland,  having  been  driven  out  of
Palestine. They have faced decimation and sometimes genocide
from nearly every group they have lived among: Greeks, Romans,
Christians,  Muslims,  Nazis,  and  Communists.  Even  now  the
recently  re-established  nation  of  Israel  faces  continual
harassment and threats of annihilation from hostile forces all
around her.

In the midst of these curses, however, comes a promise that
Israel will not be totally destroyed.



Yet in spite of this, when they are in the land of their
enemies, I will not reject them or abhor them so as to
destroy them completely, breaking my covenant with them. I am
the LORD their God (Lev. 26:44).

But as predicted, the Jews still exist as a people today. “Of
course!” you say. “If Israel had been destroyed, we would
never have heard of them.” Not true — unless they had been
destroyed  before  the  coming  of  Jesus.  With  the  rise  of
Christianity, the Old Testament was preserved by non-Jews and
would have survived whether the Jews survived or not. In fact,
many of the threats the Jews have faced came in the past two
thousand years. Yet Israel, unlike most oppressed nations of
antiquity, has survived as a distinct people.

Thus  the  evidence  from  Israel’s  predicted  covenant  curses
points to God’s activity in history, keeping His words of both
judgment and promise.

Israel’s Harlotry
It’s easy to miss the book of Hosea in the Old Testament. But
it describes an amazing parable that would picture Israel’s
situation for some two thousand years. The prophet Hosea was
divinely directed to live out a powerful parable depicting
God’s relationship with Israel.

In chapter 1, Hosea is instructed to marry a harlot, Gomer,
and have children. He obeys, thereby picturing God’s choice of
the nation Israel for a personal relationship with Him, even
though Abraham was an idolater when God called him and the
Israelites were idolaters when they were called out of slavery
in Egypt.

In chapter 2, Gomer runs off with her lovers. In the same way,
Israel abandoned God for the more sexually exciting worship of
the Canaanites, even though God had brought the people safely
into the promised land. Finally Gomer winds up in slavery, as



Israel would later be taken captive to Assyria and Babylon.

In chapter 3, Hosea is directed to go and buy her back. But
she is to have no relations with Hosea or with her lovers.
This last event in Hosea’s living parable is a prediction of
the status of Israel for a long time to come:

For the sons of Israel will remain for many days without king
or prince, without sacrifice or sacred pillar, and without
ephod or household idols. Afterward the sons of Israel will
return and seek the LORD their God and David their king . . .
in the last days (Hos. 3:4-5).

Hosea predicted that Israel for “many days” will lack a king,
even though God had promised that Israel would never lack a
descendant to sit on the throne if the nation was obedient to
God.

In fact, the prediction states that Israel will lack even a
prince. Since in Hebrew, “prince” means a government official,
not the son of the king, Israel would lack both government and
king.

Hosea also predicts that sacrifice, pillar, ephod, household
idols will be lacking. Two are associated with the sacrificial
system and two with idolatry. Sacrifice was an integral part
of Israel’s covenant and worship. The ephod, a sort of vest,
was one of the most important of the ceremonial garments worn
by Israel’s high priest. Although some pillars had orthodox
uses, the most common reference is to those used in Canaanite
worship. Israel was to lose both true worship and the false
religion  which  had  been  such  a  problem  since  it  entered
Canaan.

This has happened exactly! Since A.D. 44 (the death of Herod
Agrippa I), Israel has had no native king to this day. For
1,878 years, from the fall of Jerusalem in A.D. 70 to the
formation  of  the  modern  nation  in  1948,  Israel  had  no



government of its own either. Thus the predictions regarding
Israel’s governmental status were fulfilled in detail.

With the loss of the Temple and the priestly garments came the
end of the sacrificial system. Israel has not had a high
priest to this day. So Hosea’s prophecy about the loss of
sacrificial worship has also proved true.

From A.D. 70 to 1948, the “sons of Israel” lacked all six
items predicted in Hosea 3:4. Now they have a government, but
five  are  still  lacking.  Hosea  3:4  has  been  literally
fulfilled.

A Regathering of Israel?
In our own generation we may also be seeing the fulfillment of
Hosea 3:5. Many Jews have physically returned to Palestine in
this century. If their seeking of “God and David their king”
is understood as a turning to Jesus as the true Messiah, we
can point to the growing Messianic Jewish movement which has
flourished in the past two decades. But we are still too close
to these events to be sure.

Whether or not Hosea 3:5 refers to Israel’s return to the
promised land, a number of other Old Testament passages do.
Let’s look at one such passage, Isaiah 11:11-16. Verse 11
reads:

Then it will happen on that day that the LORD will again
recover the second time with His hand the remnant of His
people, who will remain, from Assyria, Egypt, Pathros, Cush,
Elam, Shinar, Hamath, and from the islands of the sea.

Sometime after Isaiah wrote these words, Israel was to be
regathered to its homeland. The reference to a “second time”
as well as the places from which they would return suggests
that this is not the return from the Babylonian exile.



According to the whole passage, several significant features
will characterize this return. First, verse 13 suggests that
Israel will no longer be two nations as it was after Solomon’s
time, but a single unified country . Second, Israel will fight
the surrounding nations (the Philistines, the Edomites, The
Moabites, the Ammonites, and the Egyptians) as a part of this
return (vv. 14-15). Third, something spectacular will happen
to dry up the “tongue of the sea of Egypt” and the “River,”
presumably the Euphrates (v.15). Fourth, the places from which
the return will take place are explicitly named, except for
the general phrase “islands [or ‘coastlands’] of the sea”
(v.11).

Of these four items, three have already occurred in the return
of Jews to Israel in our own generation; only the third has
not yet taken place.

The return of Jews to Palestine and the formation of a state
of their own is amazing in itself, given that just a century
ago the territory was controlled by the Muslim Turks who hated
the Jews. Yet a world Zionist movement was formed; the land
came under the control of Britain at the end of World War I;
Britain  allowed  the  Jews  to  have  a  homeland;  the  Nazi
holocaust drove Jews to Palestine who otherwise would have
stayed  in  Europe;  the  United  Nations  agreed  to  partition
Palestine into an Arab and a Jewish state; and the Jews were
able  to  defeat  a  coalition  of  Arab  states  bent  on  their
destruction.

The Jewish state formed in 1948 in Palestine included persons
descended from both the northern and southern tribes. The
enmity of the divided kingdoms that existed at Isaiah’s time
has, in fact, been healed.

Israel has already fought with all the surrounding nations, in
1948, 1956, 1967, and 1973. Though the Philistines, Edomites,
and such are no longer identifiable as separate peoples, the
Arab nations occupying their lands (and most likely including



some of their descendants) are Egypt, Palestine, Jordan, and
Syria. These were the nations Israel fought and dispossessed
to regain its territory.

Once again, the prophecies of the Bible about the Jews show
the God of the Bible to be true.

In this essay we have examined three significant passages in
the Bible that predict the history of Israel. We have shown
that  numerous  prophecies  from  the  Old  Testament  regarding
Israel  have  been  fulfilled.  We  have  made  the  following
observations:

1. The Jews would have fierce and repeated persecution and
disaster. This has been characteristic of the nation for two
thousand years.

2. In spite of such disasters, the Jews would continue to
exist as a recognizable people group, in spite of treatment
which has destroyed other such people groups.

3. Israel would be without a king for a long period of time.
Israel has been without a king for nearly two thousand years,
though a Davidic royal dynasty was an important part of the
Old Testament revelation.

4. Israel would lack government officials for a long time.
Now, after almost 1,850 years, the Jews have them again.

5. Israel would lack sacrifice and ephod, both associated with
God’s commands at Mt. Sinai. This has been true for nearly two
thousand  years  and  is  quite  surprising  in  view  of  how
important  sacrifice  and  the  priesthood  were  in  the  Old
Testament.

6. Israel would lack pillar and idols. This seems obvious
today, because the Jews so adamantly worship one God, but the
situation was rather different when Hosea made the prediction
about 800 B.C.



7. Israel would return to its land as a single united nation.
A  century  ago,  such  an  event  would  have  seemed  almost
impossible. Palestine was controlled by a Muslim government
which had no interest in providing a homeland, much less an
independent state, for the Jews. Yet it has come to pass!

8.  The  countries  explicitly  named  in  Isaiah  11  have  been
nearly emptied of Jews in this return to Palestine.

9. The Jews have fought successfully with the surrounding
nations  in  establishing  and  maintaining  the  new  state  of
Israel.

Sadly, some elements of the Christian church have ignored or
participated in the persecution of God’s special covenantal
people, the Jews. Yet Romans 9-11 exhorts Christians never to
rejoice in the misfortunes of the Jews. To do so brings shame
to the church and to our Lord.

As we look at God’s hand in the history of Israel it may seem
fierce to us, for at least two reasons: first, we regularly
ignore the biblical teaching that there is a life beyond this
one,  and  that  in  the  last  judgment  with  its  rewards  and
punishments everything will be made right, and no one will get
less than he or she deserves; and second we regularly minimize
our  own  sin,  blaming  our  actions  on  circumstances  and
environment.  Whatever  may  be  the  faults  of  our  parents,
teachers, or society, God will apportion to them (and us!)
exactly what we deserve–unless we accept the offer of God’s
forgiveness  through  believing  on  Christ  as  our  personal
Savior.

Are all the predictions we have listed trivial? Did they just
happen by chance? Or is the God of the Bible indeed the One
who  controls  history  and  who  announces  the  end  from  the
beginning? The decision is yours.
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